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“For false Christs and false prophets will arise and will show great signs and wonders, so as to mislead, if possible, even the
elect. Behold, I have told you in advance.” (Matthew 24:24-25)
In these verses, the Lord states there will be many false teachers and even people claiming to be the Christ. Through
their charisma, they lead many Christians astray. Throughout Latin America there are many false prophets and teachers
who are taking advantage of people and acquiring huge sums of wealth. We, at the Mexican Christian Mission (MCM)
organized a training conference designed for church leaders and teachers to help recognize false teaching; the presentation
consisted of biblical explanations of the definition of a Prophet, an Evangelist and an Apostle followed by a summary of the
false teachings of several well-known preachers in Latin America. There was considerable interest in this topic. One of the
pastors, who attended, invited the main speaker, Javier Morhy, to give a condensed version of his presentation at their
Sunday service.
On Saturday June 21, MCM will help organize a conference dealing with pornography; we expect the Lo Mejor del Trigo
church to be packed for this event. The Lord has already blessed us with several potential experts in this area to speak at
this event! Many church pastors and teachers are addicted to “porn” therefore they do not address it; As a result men are
not getting help and direction so they can eliminate this sin from their lives. We hope through this conference, we can
equip leaders to minister to both men and women about this difficult subject. We will also address the Human Trafficking
element of pornography, its root causes, recruiting networks, methods and consequences both physical and emotional to
both men and women who are lured by “easy money” only to find out later
that it is the “most costly” money ever earned.
On another note, we have an exciting success story to share with you.
Several weeks ago we provided Maria Enedina, (a mother of 3 kids),
abandoned over a year ago by her husband, with a large food run! For many
months her children went to school with nothing to eat for breakfast or
lunch and they had to find whatever scraps they could find to get them
through their day. For the past year Maria’s only source of income was
derived from selling used clothing. Recognizing the need for Maria to have
another source of income to provide for her family as well as seeing that she
had cooking skills, MCM provided the ingredients and tools for her to make and sell donuts. MCM mentored Maria by
showing her some financial skills to manage her new business. Within 2 weeks she was fully engaged in making and selling
donuts and is now self-supporting! Your financial donations have allowed us to help a very needy family start a small
business that is self-sustaining!
You may recall the family of Luciano and Ana Crisostomo. Pastor Luciano had lost part of his left leg due to bone cancer.
MCM helped this family with a huge food run and likewise gave them some basic food ingredients. Ana Crisostomo is now
selling tamales and other food items. This family also is well on the road to self- sustenance! Ana informed us last week that
she has people coming to her house to put in “orders” for specific types of food. All of this started thanks to your faithful
support!
If you have not donated recently to MCM, please consider doing so and allow us the opportunity to spread God’s Love to
more individuals and families on your behalf.

“Therefore encourage one another and build up one another, just as you are doing.” (1 Thessalonians 5:11)
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Javier Morhy and his family helping us
prepare a food run for a needy family in
Tijuana.

Replacing a flat tire on Pastor Leonel
Vega’s truck in Sinaloa Mexico.

Javier Morhy speaking at the
false prophets conference.
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